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Reduced-Complexity Iterative Post-Filtering of Video
Mark A. Robertson and Robert L. Stevenson

Abstract—There are numerous methods of post-processing that
make use of iterative techniques. Many of these schemes have been
demonstrated to be very effective in removing artifacts from compressed video, producing better and better image estimates at each
iteration. However, this artifact removal comes at the cost of a large
computational burden. This paper introduces two methods for iterative post-processing of compressed video in an efficient manner.
One of these methods is applicable to one particular maximum a
posteriori scheme. The other method has direct application to other,
more general, iterative post-processing schemes that make use of
a convex constraint set, which is the set of all images that will recompress to yield the originally-received data. The combination of
these two methods produces a post-processing algorithm that has
the advantage of many iterative schemes (excellent visual results),
while requiring a relatively low amount of computational effort to
achieve these results.
Index Terms—Compressed video post-processing, iterative filtering, MAP post-processing, quantization constraint set.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE BLOCK discrete cosine transform (BDCT) with
motion compensation is widely used for the compression
of video signals. It is commonly understood that the main
drawback of using this coding method (at least in terms of
reconstructed visual quality) is the presence of compression
artifacts, which take the form of blocking and ringing. Numerous methods of removing or alleviating these artifacts exist.
This paper will deal exclusively with those that are iterative in
nature.
Many iterative schemes of post-processing have been
proposed (e.g., [8], [13]–[16]). There are several advantages
to using iterative methods. One advantage is that iterative
schemes allow a high level of sophistication. For example,
many post-processing formulations are quite involved from a
theoretic standpoint, and do not lend themselves to a noniterative solution. Another advantage of iterative methods is that
the image estimate is improving with each iteration (provided
of course that the method was formulated in an intelligent
manner). For the optimal solution, one would have to wait
until the algorithm has converged to a solution. However, in
a practical video post-processing application, the goal is to
improve the visual quality, and actual convergence in not of
the utmost importance. Thus, a second advantage for iterative
schemes is that the video receiver can select the actual number
of iterations to perform based on a tradeoff between the desired
image quality and the computational resources available.
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The main drawback of using iterative post-processing
methods was hinted at in the previous paragraph: computational complexity. Thus, the very source of advantages is also
the source of a major disadvantage—allowing a fairly high level
of sophistication and using multiple iterations of an algorithm
can result in computational requirements that may make the
algorithm impractical for actual use.
The above points lead the would-be implementor of an iterative post-processing scheme to the following problem: how
can this algorithm be implemented in a computationally efficient manner, while not compromising the visual quality of the
result? This is the question that this paper addresses. In particular, two concepts will be presented. The first has been developed for a specific post-processing algorithm, namely the maximum a posteriori (MAP) scheme presented in [8]; it allows the
MAP algorithm to be implemented with significantly less computational complexity than other reported methods. The second
concept to be introduced is applicable to a larger class of iterative post-processing algorithms, including the MAP algorithm
above. It deals with one aspect that is common to many post-processing schemes, namely those using a projection onto a constraint space, where the constraint space is defined as the set of
images that re-code to match the originally-received image data.
The work presented here has been presented in part in [12], [11],
and is based upon the work in [10].
Section II gives a brief review of the MAP post-processing
algorithm as used in this paper, and will provide necessary
background and motivation for the rest of the paper. Section III
gives one method of significantly decreasing the computational
requirements of implementing this particular MAP filter. Section IV provides another method of increasing the efficiency
of the MAP algorithm which can be used in conjunction with
the method given in Section III, and also discusses the straightforward application of this method to other post-processing
algorithms. Section V offers experimental results, followed by
concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. MAP BACKGROUND
Maximum a posteriori filters or estimators belong to a larger
class of estimation schemes termed Bayesian estimation [6].
MAP filtering treats the image as a random field, with some
prior probability distribution function. It then attempts to maximize the a posteriori probability of the random field given the
observations, where the observations here are the compressed
image data.
by . Let be the
Assume the image is of dimension
representing the image,
vector random variable of length
and let be the vector of observations (the received image/video
data). For MAP estimation, the filtered image estimate will be
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An original image is compressed as
, where
is the quantization operation and
is the de-correlating
transform, which is typically the BDCT. (Note that we are
disregarding the motion-compensating offset common to video
coding schemes for notational convenience.) In [8], it is shown
for a single frame of video
that the compression model for
simplifies (1) to
Pr

(2)

is the set of all images that compress to ,
.
to
A Markov random field (MRF) is incorporated in Pr
model the individual frames of video. Details of the derivation can be found, for example, in [8]. Since this paper deals
primarily with computational issues, the resulting optimization
will simpmly be stated:

where

Fig. 1.



(1) superimposed on quadratic

T

= 3:0.

Evaluation of (5) requires the use of the first derivative of the
Huber function

(3)
(6)
is some subset of the eight nearest neighbors of
where
. The first summation
the pixel located at coordinates
is a sum over all pixels in the image, and the second
over
is a sum over the neighbors of the pixel
summation over
. This function to be minimized
located at coordinates
will be referred to as the cost or objective function, and will be
.
denoted by
is the Huber penalty function [4], given as
The function
(4)
and shown in Fig. 1. The Huber function has been used extensively in image processing applications due to its edge-preserving properties; see, for example, the work in [13]. Due to the
, the MAP estimate becomes a convex conconvexity of
strained minimization problem, which can then be solved by iterative techniques.
A. Minimization of the Objective Function
An iterative method is chosen to solve the nonlinear constrained minimization problem in (3). The initial estimate
is chosen as the standard decompression of

The image is then successively filtered in such as way as to
decrease the cost function at each iteration until some form of
stopping criteria have been reached.
The gradient-projection method [1] is one possibility that
may be used in the minimization of (3), and this is the approach
taken in [8], [13]. Given the image estimate at the th iteration,
, the gradient of the objective function is taken to find the
toward the minimum
steepest direction

There are any number of methods for determining a step size
to be used in conjunction with the direction found in (5).
In [8] and [13], it is suggested that by using a quadratic approximation to the nonquadratic function in (3), an optimal value of
be found. However, since it is only an approximation, the
resulting step size may be too large, which could result in actually increasing the cost function. Thus, the step size is successively divided by two until the cost function is in fact decreased.
that does not make use
A different way of determining
of derivatives is to use the golden section search (GSS), an approximation to the Fibonacci search method [5]. The Fibonacci
search method is the optimal method for minimization along a
line given a fixed number of search points, whereas the GSS
method does not require a fixed number of search points. The
belongs to
GSS search method starts by assuming that
. By evaluating the cost function for
some range, say
within the allowable range, it successively
various values of
until a value is found to satisfy
refines the range of possible
cannot be found that
some desired tolerance. If a value of
reduces the cost function, it is assumed that the minimum has
been attained.
is found, the updated estimate
Regardless of how
is found as

Thus, for a particular iteration, the new cost function should be
.
decreased, i.e.,
will lie within the
Since there is no guarantee that
must be projected onto to give
constraint space ,
th iteration,
the image estimate at the

The projection of
(5)
then

onto finds the
is minimized. Obviously, if
and

such that
,
.
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The transformation in this case is the BDCT, which is just
the transformation matrix that treats image blocks individually,
and applies the DCT to each. Since the BDCT is a unitary transformation

and the projection can be carried out in the transform domain.
While the projection operation may seem a rather difficult
concept when viewed from a spatial-domain standpoint, it is
actually quite simple to understand when viewed from a frequency-domain standpoint. When the updated estimate
is determined, the forward BDCT is applied. Based on the compressed image data and the quantization parameters for each
block, there will be a range of allowable values that each transcan assume. If any of
form-domain coefficient from
these coefficients are outside of the allowable range, their values
are clipped to the nearest boundary value to make them valid.
The inverse BDCT is then applied to yield the constrained image
block.
B. Difficulties of These Methods
The MAP filtering process described above has two main
sources of computation—decreasing the objective function, and
applying the quantization constraints. For the case of decreasing
the objective function, the main source of computation comes
from the necessity of multiple objective-function evaluations to
ensure that the objective function is in fact decreased. If repof the prior
resents the number of neighbors per pixel in
image model, then a single evaluation of the objective function
evaluations of the Huber function; as can be
will require
seen from (4), this could get very expensive computationally if
many evaluations of the objective function are required for each
iteration. Many evaluations of the objective function may in fact
derived in [8] and
be necessary, for although the “optimal”
[13] gives an explicit expression for the step size, this step size
is quite often too large, and the successive divisions-by-two reduce this method to a simple search for a step size to decrease
the cost function. For the GSS, by its very definition it requires
multiple evaluations of the objective function.
Application of the quantization constraints is the other main
source of computation in the MAP algorithm. For each iteration,
the forward BDCT must be applied prior to clipping the transform coefficients, followed by the inverse BDCT. Assuming
blocks and the Chen DCT [3], each block requires 416 additions and 256 multiplications for the forward transform, and
the same number of computations for the inverse transform. This
process is applied for each iteration.
The next section will provide an efficient method of decreasing the cost function, one which requires no evaluations
of the objective function. The subsequent section will discuss
a way to decrease the computational burden of applying the
quantization constraints.
III. DECREASING THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The approach taken here to reduce the objective function is
a form of Seidel relaxation [9], where an iteration of the Seidel
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relaxation algorithm is attempting to solve the nonlinear equation
, i.e., the gradient of the objective function equal
to the zero vector.
Keeping with the notation of Section II-A, it is assumed that
and the first
elethe th iterate
th iterate
ments of the
have been determined. If
then denotes the image whose elelements of
, with the
ements consist of the first
, the Seidel algorithm attempts to
remaining elements from
such that
, where
is
update the th pixel
the th element of the gradient of the objective function for the
. This value of
is then substituted for
. This
image
, which then completes
process is performed for
one iteration of the Seidel algorithm. The final updated image
is then projected onto the quantization constraint set to
, which completes one iteration of the MAP algoyield
rithm.
For the case at hand, for the th pixel, the Seidel algorithm is
such that
, or
attempting to replace
(7)
is the th neighbor of the pixel
, and there are
where
total neighbors being used.
One way to solve (7) would be to apply Newton’s method,
which would result in

(8)

where is a relaxation parameter. The procedure in (8) could
then be repeated times in an attempt to solve (7). Following
the nomenclature of [9], this will be referred to as an -step
successive overrelaxation-Newton (SOR-Newton) method.
The problem with using Newton’s method as above is that
is zero for
the second derivative of the Huber function
, which could result in the denominator of the term in (8)
becoming zero. To avoid this potential problem, it is proposed
as
here to modify
(9)
Equation (9) is the parallel-chord (PC) method [9], which
also can be repeated times, resulting in an -step SOR-PC
method. It can be shown that using the -step SOR-PC
method is guaranteed to decrease the objective function, thus
eliminating any need to actually evaluate the objective function
[10].
The actual computational cost is an important issue to address
as well. For the one-step SOR-PC method, if the “2” is factored
in (6) to cancel the “2” in the
term of (9),
out of
then the above procedure for decreasing the cost function will
require 2L additions/subtractions, 2L comparisons, and
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shifts; all these numbers are operations per pixel per iteration.
The actual number of iterations and neighbors required for an
application will be discussed later. Note that there are no multiplications or divisions in this smoothing operation, and the computational cost of an iteration is considerably less than with any
other approach.
IV. APPLICATION OF THE CONSTRAINTS
For each block, application of the quantization constraints
requires computing and clipping the 64 DCT coefficients followed by the computation of the spatial-domain values via the
inverse transform. It is proposed that in order to reduce the
computational requirements of applying the quantization constraints, only a subset of the 64 DCT coefficients be evaluated
and clipped. Similarly, only that subset of DCT coefficients will
be used for performing the inverse BDCT. Since not all DCT
coefficients are being used, this paper will use the term “partial
constraints” to refer to this process.

Fig. 2.

Examples of sub-squares to be constrained.

A. Partial Constraints
To be more precise, the subset of DCT coefficients to be evaluated and constrained is determined as follows. For the data
originally received, take the smallest-sized square block of coefficients, with one corner of the block anchored on the DC component, such that all of the nonzero DCT coefficients lie within
that block. This block then represents the coefficients to be evalrepresents the original
uated and constrained. Thus, if
for a single block, and if
transform values at location
is the size of the sub-block to be used, then is defined as
(10)
for
or
which is the smallest number such that
. What the partial constraint process is essentially doing,
then, is to constrain only the lowest-frequency coefficients of
a block; it does so in a manner such that all of the coefficients
that were nonzero in the originally-received image data get constrained. As the constraint process proceeds from block to block,
the size of the sub-block being constrained is varying. Fig. 2
shows example sub-blocks of sizes 7 and 4.
The justification for doing this partial constraint procedure is
as follows. The quantization constraints are being used in conjunction with a smoothing operation; the constraints serve the
purpose of preventing too much smoothing from being done
(this is also true of other post-filtering methods that make use
of a quantization constraint set, to be discussed in more detail later). It stands to reason, then, that it is unlikely for the
smoothing operation to actually introduce high-frequency energy into the image, and thus one would feel justified in not
constraining high-frequency components that were zero to begin
with. However, for both high- and low- frequency DCT coefficients that were not zero originally, these still certainly need
to be constrained because they represent valuable information
about the image from the data stream which could possibly get
oversmoothed if not constrained. With these considerations, the
definition of the sub-block to be constrained makes sense.
In addition to the above intuitive justification for using the
partial constraints, experimental evidence also suggests that it

Fig. 3. Mean-square difference per pixel between full constraints and partial
constraints.

is effective. Using the iterative MAP procedure discussed in
Section III, objective comparisons were made between the algorithm’s results when using the full (normal) constraints, and
when using the partial constraints as outlined here. The reference sequence was generated by compressing a QCIF sequence
to an H.263 bitstream of 64 kbps. Five iterations of the MAP
algorithm were performed, which is enough to effectively remove nearly all blocking and ringing artifacts. Several comparisons were performed. First, sub-block sizes were held constant
for the entire sequence, and then compared to the reference sequence. For this method, the sub-block sizes were varied from
size 0 (constraining no coefficients) through size 8 (constraining
all coefficients). Second, the sub-block sizes were varied from
block to block depending on the size of the original sequence’s
sub-blocks, as defined in (10). The results for filtering the luma
plane are shown in Fig. 3.
The smooth line in Fig. 3 is for holding the sub-block sizes
constant, and it makes intuitive sense: as the number of DCT
coefficients being constrained increases, the error between full
and partial constraints decreases, until there is zero error for a
“partial constraint” of size 8. The horizontal line in Fig. 3 is
the error for using the partial constraints with sub-block sizes
as in (10). The mean-squared difference per pixel is roughly 0.2
by using this partial constraint procedure, and is less than allowest-frequency sub-block. Results
ways constraining the
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TABLE I
OPERATIONS PER 8 BY 8 BLOCK FOR THE PARTIAL DCT. NOTE THAT FOR
SUB-BLOCKS OF SIZE 0, THE OPERATION COUNT IS 0

Fig. 4.
DCT.

Evaluation of 2-D partial DCT using separable extension of 1-D partial

are similar when sequences are compressed to other bit-rates as
well, as are when the chroma planes are also filtered.
Finally, note that the objective measures between using full
constraints and partial constraints say nothing about subjective
comparisons; when sequences post-processed using full constraints are visually compared with those post-processed with
the partial constraints, the two are virtually indistinguishable.
B. Computational Savings
In order to examine the computational savings of using partial constraints, the details of its implementation must be ex2-D DCT is typically evaluated
plained. In practice, the
by performing 16 1-D DCTs in a separable fashion. Here, it is
proposed to compute the partial DCT similarly; however, rather
than evaluating all 8 of 8 1-D DCT values 16 times as in the full
constraints, only of the 8 1-D DCT values need to be evalutimes. In other words, if a 1-D partial DCT of size
ated
is defined to be the lowest frequency components of the
length-8 DCT, then the 2-D partial DCT with sub-block size
can be accomplished by performing
1-D partial DCT’s.
Fig. 4 shows an example of this.
Computing only of 8 1-D DCT coefficients requires less
computational effort than does computing all 8. If the Chen DCT
is used, then the required computations are as shown in Table I.
The computations for the 1-D case are the result of merely not
performing any operations that are unnecessary to compute the
of 8 coefficients. Computations for the 2-D case are
times the computations for the 1-D case.
Similar results are obtained for the partial IDCT. The main
difference between the partial DCT and the partial IDCT is
that whereas the partial DCT is taking 64 spatial-domain values
transform-domain values, the partial IDCT
and computing
transform-domain values and computing 64 spais taking
tial-domain values.
Unfortunately, however, the partial IDCT is not quite as
straightforward as the partial DCT. While the original DCT coefficients are all within the sub-block being used (by definition),
there is no guarantee that all of the filtered DCT coefficients
will be within the sub-block. Thus merely doing a partial IDCT
on the constrained coefficient sub-block and assuming the rest
of the coefficients are zero will not necessarily be a good idea.
To rectify this potential problem, the procedure shown in Fig. 5
is proposed.

The input in Fig. 5 is the input block to be constrained. The
partial DCT is taken as described previously, and the resulting
DCT coefficients are clipped to their allowable ranges. Next,
the un-clipped partial DCT coefficients are subtracted from the
clipped coefficients, where the result represents the transformdomain difference between the constrained and unconstrained
image block. The partial IDCT is then taken, with the result
being the spatial-domain difference between the constrained and
unconstrained image block. To arrive at the constrained block,
the result is added to the original unconstrained block. For an
sub-block size, these extra operations introduce
additions per image block to the operation count, in addition to
the number of operations required for the actual partial IDCT.
Using this procedure allows the partial constraint process to retain frequency information in a filtered image block that is actually outside of the sub-block.
The next important consideration for determining the computational savings of using partial constraints is the expected size
of the sub-blocks. For video applications, due to motion compensation many DCT blocks will have very few high-frequency
transform coefficients, and hence small sub-block sizes. This
results in the need to evaluate only a few DCT values, which
leads to considerable computational savings. Bit-rate affects
these savings (lower bit-rate video has smaller sub-blocks than
high bit-rate video, due to more severe quantization), and so
does the choice of whether or not the chroma planes are being
post-filtered (chroma blocks typically have smaller sub-block
sizes than do luma blocks). To get an idea of the expected
sub-block sizes, three separate QCIF sequences were compressed to various bit-rates, with the sub-block sizes recorded
for each. Fig. 6 shows results for sequences compressed to 64
kbps, for both luma and chroma planes. The three separate bars
for each sub-block size represent the percentages of each of
the three sequences with that particular sub-block size. As can
be seen from the figure, a significant portion of the sub-blocks
are in fact of size zero, and hence need not be constrained at
all; this trend is especially evident for the chroma planes. The
results for 32 and 96 kbps are similar to those presented in
Fig. 6, but with the number of zero-size sub-blocks slightly
more and less, respectively.
If the average of the results of the three test sequences for
sub-block sizes from Fig. 6 are used as actual expected block
sizes, then expected computational savings can be determined.
Table II shows expected savings if only the luma plane is filtered, and Table III shows expected savings if both the luma
and chroma planes are post-filtered. It has been assumed that
the chroma planes are sub-sampled by a factor of two in each
spatial dimension relative to the luma plane. The results of the
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Fig. 5. IDCT in the partial-constraint process.
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF OPERATIONS PER PIXEL PER CONSTRAINT FOR FULL AND
PARTIAL CONSTRAINTS, LUMA AND CHROMA

Another example would be post-processing algorithms that
make use of the theory of projection onto convex sets (POCS).
These POCS methods often define one of the convex sets to
be the quantization constraint set discussed here [14]–[16].
Strictly speaking, the partial constraints process is not a true
projection. However, if one is not concerned about absolute
convergence of the algorithm (which would be the case for an
actual video post-processing situation), the POCS algorithms
could benefit from using the partial constraints.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 6. Sub-block sizes for three sequences compressed to 64 kbps.
TABLE II
COMPARISON

OF OPERATIONS PER PIXEL PER CONSTRAINT FOR
AND PARTIAL CONSTRAINTS, LUMA ONLY

FULL

two tables are in terms of operations per pixel per application of
the constraints.
C. Other Potential Applications
The particular MAP algorithm discussed in this paper is
not the only method that could benefit from using partial
constraints. For example, a MAP formulation similar to the one
discussed in this paper, but which uses a different prior image
model, would also result in a constrained optimization problem
and could benefit from using the partial constraints as discussed
here. For example, if the absolute value MRF discussed in [7],
or the generalized Gaussian MRF of [2] were formulated in the
same image and video post-processing context as discussed in
this paper, they would both require application of the quantization constraints and could benefit from using partial constraints.

Before giving actual visual demonstrative results, parameters
of the MAP algorithm which affect its performance need to be
discussed. In particular, there are three degrees of freedom for
the MAP filter: 1) the parameter in the Huber function; 2) the
number of neighbors used, ; and 3) the number of iterations.
These three parameters essentially determine what the quality of
the filtered image will be. Aside from visual quality, the number
of iterations and the number of neighbors used also have a direct
impact on the algorithm’s computational complexity.
, which has
Here, the Huber parameter is chosen as
provided good visual results in experiments. To keep computational costs low, a neighborhood structure with four pixels—the
two horizontal and two vertical neighbors of a pixel—is used,
. Experiments show that using three iterations
implying
of the MAP algorithm provides a good tradeoff between computational requirements and visual results.
The test sequence used here was the QCIF sequence foreman.
The foreman sequence was compressed according to the H.263
, restandard, with constant quantization parameter
sulting in a bit rate of 64 kbps. No H.263 advanced coding options were used. Fig. 7 shows visual results for a single frame of
the sequence. As can be seen from the figure, the picture quality
has been significantly improved. For processing the luma of this
particular sequence, the average operations per pixel for the constraint procedure were 0.38, 0.27, and 0.20 of the additions,
multiplications, and comparisons of the full constraints. If the
chroma planes are also processed, the average operations per
pixel were 0.27, 0.18, and 0.13 of the additions, multiplications,
and comparisons of the full constraints. The filtering procedure
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here was referred to as “partial constraints.” This method
involved constraining only a sub-block of DCT coefficients in
each block. For low- to moderate-bitrate video, sub-blocks are
typically quite small, which results in significant computational
savings. This partial constraints procedure is applicable not
only to the MAP algorithm discussed in detail here, but is
also applicable to other post-processing schemes. Due to the
potentially large computational requirements of some iterative
post-filters, the computational savings can be quite important.
Using the two methods discussed in this paper together results
in a computationally efficient iterative algorithm for reducing
the compression artifacts in video post-processing applications.
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